JLINEFASHIONS.COM

high quality

fashion
for easy

FUNCTIONALITY

style

comfort

wheelchair

dressing
Hidden
magnetic
front
closure

Hidden
magnetic
cuff closure

Extra high
waist for
seated
comfort

LINE

Zippered
pockets

Side
VELCRO®
tabs

Full-length
side zippers

5.

Side
VELCRO®
tabs

Relaxed comfort of fleece pants with
Zip-Ways patented tear-away technology.
Complete tear-away fully from waist to ankles
allowing quick and easy dressing and
complete access to casts or catheters.
Elastic waist has an adjustable drawstring for
a comfortable, custom fit. Two zippered side
pockets are so handy. VELCRO® side tabs
cover the top of zippers. Open cuffs. Made of
quality 65% cotton-35% polyester fleece
that’s ultra-soft. Grey or Black.
S, M, L, XL, 2XL. #41100. $70

High waist jeans shaped
to fit the way you sit for
complete seated coverage

1.

These designer jeans feature a high
waist for complete coverage, two
large pockets and one coin pocket.
Zipper fly has a faux-button that hides
an easy clasp fastener. Side-elastic
inserts and a longer crotch provide
complete comfort. Exceptionally
well-made in soft, cotton denim with
a nice stretch. Boot cut.
S, M, L, XL. #41000. $150
2XL, 3XL. #41001. $160

Side-elastic inserts
for ease and comfort

Zippered
pockets

Full-length
side zippers

NO NEED TO BUTTON & UNBUTTON

HIDDEN MAGNETS AT EVERY OPENING

2. 3.

Wheelchair and arthritic friendly
wrap-skirt simply wraps around
the waist. Closes with two
hidden magnets and secures
with a hook-and-eye fastener.
34-inches in length and a very
generous wrapover for complete
coverage in your chair. Elastic
waistband. Polyester knit blend
is super soft and stretchy. Black.
S, M, L, XL. #46000. $90
Not compatible with pacemakers.

Opens fully at the waist.
Closes securelt with
hidden magnets.

Sexy boyfriend shirt
with hidden magnetic
closures at placket and
cuffs. Two-pocket
styling. Side slits add
comfort while sitting.
Inverted back pleat for
ease of movement.
Made of natural
cotton Tencel®
that’s breathable
and wrinkle-resistant.
Coral.
S, M, L, XL.
#46020. $70
Not compatible with pace makers.

4.

Crisp shirt with faux-button
placket and cuffs conceal
the magnetic closures that
make dressing very easy.
The back has inverted pleat
for seated-comfort and
room to move. Shirt tail is
long enough to stay tucked
in. 100% quality oxford
cotton. Wrinkle-resistant.
White or Blue.
S, M, L, XL, 2XL.
#40000. $70
Not compatible with pacemakers.

Attached hood
with adjustable
drawcord

ROYAL BLUE

GRAY

Underarm
zippers

Open back
with magnet and
VELCRO closures
®

VELCRO
closure at cuffs
®

Shorter back stays
clear of wheels
Large pouch pocket
FRONT

VELCRO
closure at cuffs
®

Zipper opens to waist
BACK

Waterproof Breathable Technology

Active Cape
Cleverly designed waterproof cape. Shorter open back that won’t
bunch up. Closes with magnets and VELCRO® for easy self or
assisted dressing. The attached hood adjusts for a snug fit when
needed. VELCRO® closures at cuffs can be tightened to stay clear
of wheels and keep out wind. Underarm zippers let you reach and
roll with ease. Roomy pouch pocket keeps your things dry and
hands warm. Reflective trim makes you more visible at night. Made
of polyester with waterproof, windproof DuPont™ Active Layer that
breathes while it keeps you dry. Royal Blue or Light Gray.
One Size Fits Most. #41200. $225

